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Urbaco Overview

Mobility made safe and easy
Our humble beginnings stem back to the invention of our
key product in 1984 - the retractable bollard.
Founded in 1986, the Urbaco Company has developed,
grown, and has been shaped around this key product,
which lead to the development of a continuously evolving
line of products and services related to the world of public
areas: site and street furnishings, ﬁxed and removable
bollards, technical bollards for energy supply and access
control systems.
Where innovation is key, Urbaco is constantly developing
new products.
With the use of the latest technology and a constant focus
on quality, Urbaco redeﬁnes mobility to create a higher
standard of living for today’s world.

Thanks to our retractable bollards, we are the undisputed
market leader for access control systems. Today Urbaco
designs, builds, maintains and sells technological solutions
for urban areas that protect sensitive areas where the
security of buildings and people are critical.
Based on a constant search for excellence and innovation,
Urbaco has developed systems with extraordinary resilience
to shocks and thus meet the highest demands in terms of
impact strength: ASTM standards, PAS and DOS.

The Vision
As a leader and key player in its market, Urbaco
must offer effective and innovative solutions to
address the concerns of its customers before
they even know they need us.
With ﬂexible solutions, both for access
control management and high security, and
by using the most advanced information
and communication technologies, Urbaco
must predict needs to build a safer world
with a higher standard of living.

1990
Urbaco designs the ﬁrst pedestrian area system in the world
with centralized technical management in Aix en Provence.

1994
Urbaco SARL becomes Urbaco SA with a
capital of 3.100.000 FRF (472.590 €).

1984

The URBACO Universe:

Invention of the retractable bollard

Inventor of Retractable Bollards
1991
An industrial IT group, ATS’CO, joins the “Urbaco” group.
Its electronics and IT engineers develop new technologies.

1986
Foundation of Urbaco SARL

2007
Urbaco is constantly innovating, and to date has designed six
generations of retractable bollards.
Urbaco has ﬁled 12 international patents and has more than 160
models and four international brands. A renewal takes place in
2007. The 7th generation of bollards is born: LUXOR.

2011

2000

Launch of the electro-mechanical bollard. Urbaco widens
the choice of technology for its G6 range with a new type
of motorization. Electromechanics complements electrohydraulic and electro-pneumatic methods.

Urbaco joins the “Leading World Exporters Club”. This is the
acknowledgement of signiﬁcant international development,
excellent know-how and especially recognition of its status
as the leading French company in its export market.

Conﬁdent of its central position in urban development and
social progress, Urbaco develops a range designed to
limit the accessibility to private roads and urban spaces
for people with reduced mobility, the PMR range. Urbaco
also develops a corporate sponsorship by supporting the
Association Valentin Haüy.

A new vision for a new direction

2010
2004
Urbaco joins the Came Group, the
world leader in powered gates, barriers
and pedestrian doors, to offer a wider
range of products and services to
local authorities, industries, private
individuals and security organizations.

CAME Group, a recognized world leader in the ﬁeld of automations
systems for security and access control, is present on the market with
480 subsidiaries and exclusive dealers in 118 countries worldwide.
CAMEGROUP is owned by the Menuzzo family and employs 940 people.
It achieved a turnover of almost €162 million in 2011.

Launch of the ONE range, composed
of very high security bollards that
meet the strictest standards in terms
of impact resistance.

Conversion of Public Areas to High Security
Today, Urbaco’s expertise is driven by ﬁve main focuses:

ACCESS CONTROL
SOLUTIONS
Complete systems composed
of
retractable
bollards,
automation and electrical
components,
centralized
control software, and control
equipment.
These systems are designed
to organize trafﬁc ﬂow in
community and commercial
areas, semipedestrian areas
where trafﬁc is restricted, in
parking lots, and in residential
areas, by limiting access to
authorized vehicular trafﬁc
only.

ICT SOLUTIONS
At the center of Urbaco’s
development, ICT solutions
demonstrate the company’s willingness to innovate
and propose technological
solutions in line with modern
times.
The most advanced information and Communication
Technologies are adapted
and integrated.

HIGH SECURITY
SOLUTIONS
Urbaco offers a range of
high security solutions that
meet the most stringent
international standards in
terms of impact resistance.
A range designed to protect
sensitive areas where the
need for security of buildings
and people are critical. Our
security solutions manage
and regulate trafﬁc in
strategic access points.

EMOTION SOLUTIONS
Highlight the beauty of a
historical monument or simply
provide the visibility needed for
a safe environment, ...
The
EMOTION
Solutions
range is aesthetically pleasing
and adds to urban design, all
the while, providing a secure
environment.

COMPLEMENTS SOLUTIONS
The range COMPLEMENTS Solutions is the
association of aesthetic markers in the forms of
time and sense of place.
Bollards, posts, and fences are some of many
solutions we offer to protect the freedom of
those who have to share space. In addition to
an access control solution, COMPLEMENTS
Solutions ensure the harmonization of
pedestrian zones, and other living spaces.
This range is also composed of solutions for
the distribution of energy (water, electricity,
telephone, etc.) for marketplaces, fairs or
nomadic business. Available in ﬁxed or
retractable options, they can be incorporated
into a public space without spoiling it.

Research & Development,
Driver of Innovation
Urbaco strives for continuous dedication to innovation
to offer the best products.
Since the invention of the retractable bollard in 1984, Urbaco has been innovating in the ﬁeld
of access control using retractable bollards.
To maintain its leading position, innovation is a determining factor in the Research and
Development budget, which represents a signiﬁcant part of the annual turnover.
Since the company was founded, Urbaco has designed six generations of retractable bollards.
A range of over 60 models of ﬁxed, removable and retractable bollards have been supplemented
by a range of innovative products such as contactless access badges, access controllers,
software and security systems (video, alarm, car parking access control, etc.).

Urbaco bollards satisfy French, European and International standards.
NF P 98 - 310 Dimensions and functional characteristics of retractable bollards
EN 124 - D400 / EN 124 - E600 Manhole covers and gratings for trafﬁc areas used by
pedestrians and vehicles
Italian Ministry for Infrastructures and Transport – Approval No. 32658

Urbaco has received numerous awards, including:
The Bronze Pyramid for Innovation in Paris for the retractable electricity distribution bollard.
The “Trophée Départemental des Entreprises” awarded by the Vaucluse General Council for its dynamism and development.
The Silver Medal for International Innovation in Paris for ENERCARTE
The Grand Prix for Innovation and the “Prix de la Technicité” at the ExpoProtection Exhibition for the Proxybank System.

Quality in every detail...
Quality control is ensured through strict inspection standards and evaluation of
the product during the entire manufacturing process.
Urbaco, between its engineering department and CameGroup, designs and creates most of its products. Quality begins
in our foundry and continues all the way through the production process guaranteeing a high level of reliability.
Urbaco also designs all electronic products and systems for its access control systems and high security solutions.
The ISO 9 001 V. 2 000 certiﬁcation is a testimony of the Urbaco brand that provides customers with long term assurance
of the quality and durability of our products.

...patented
THE MONOBLOC CONCEPT®
Urbaco’s retractable bollards are made of parts
cast solidly in one piece: no mechanical welding,
no parts assembled together with bolts or screws,
no wearing parts with limited life span.
The Urbaco structural parts ensure :
- no maintenance costs
- an uncommon resistance
- a guaranteed parallelism of the sliding rails
The mechanical properties of the cast metals used
to manufacture our bollards validate their extreme
sturdiness.
Their impact resistance was tested from 2,500 to
15,000 joules (certiﬁcates available upon request).
Three bollards have shown an impact resistance of
up to 675,000 joules (7 tons at 50 km/h / 31 mph).

and recognized
HIGH SECURITY
Quality recognized by the most rigorous international
standards in terms of impact resistance!
The ONE range has been tested in accordance with standards ASTM2656 M50 - M40 - M30, DOS K12 - K8 - K4 et
PAS68 7500/80 - 7500/64 - 7500/50.

Corporate citizenship
Convinced that the company has a major role to play within society and that
its business gives it a central place in urban development and social progress,
Urbaco built its corporate culture on the values of Sustainable Development.
Driven by values which combine proﬁtability with respect for individuals and
the planet, Urbaco has had ISO 9001 and ISO14001 certiﬁcations for several
years.

Resolutely turned towards the future,
Urbaco wishes to pursue its actions to
play a role in society that lives up to its
convictions.
Because
security
is
important
to everyone, especially for those
most vulnerable, Urbaco launches
its PMR range, a series with sound and
contrasting colors that come in speciﬁc
sizes. The PMR range comply with the
French decree of 15 January 2007 and
the implementing Decree No. 20061658 of 21 December 2006 about
technical requirements for optimizing the
day to day travels of the disabled.
As a pioneer in the bollard market,
Urbaco demonstrates its determination
to evolve its social and civic duties by
sponsoring the French Association
Valentin Haüy.

The French Association Valentin Haüy,
headquartered in Paris, was created in 1889
and was state approved in 1891. For 120
years, the Valentin Haüy Association has
followed its founder mission to ﬁght with
and for visually impaired people to help their
rights be recognized, as well as to support
their continued full participation in society,
both professionally and socially.

The entire world...
In France, Urbaco is represented by a sales team and project
managers, as well as through a network of distributors and installers.

CUSTOM HOUSE Sydney - Australia

BLUE PLAZA Beijing - China

EMIRATES TOWER Dubai - UAE

PEDESTRIAN AREA - Trieste, Italy

CITY OF NICE - France

SOME REFERENCES
EQUIPMENT FOR PEDESTRIAN AREAS
Toulon, Lyon, Nice, Aix en Provence, Poitiers, Rennes, Angers - France |
Shanghaï, Beijing - China | Coïmbra, Braga - Portugal | Tenerife, Canary |
Stockholm - Sweden | Sydney, Australia
PROTECTION OF PUBLIC BUILDINGS
Imperial Palace, Tokyo, Japan | Parliament, Canberra, Australia | City Hall,
Sydney, Australia | Human Rights Palace, Strasbourg, France | Congress
Center, Lyon and Paris, France | Forbidden City, Beijing, China | Space
Center of Rabat, Morocco | Stadium of France, Sain- Denis, France
ACCESS CONTROL FOR SUPERSTORES
Ikea | Lidl | Auchan | Carrefour | Intermarché | Leclerc
ACCESS CONTROL LARGE HOTEL CHAINS
Hyatt, Morocco | The Meridian, India | Marriott, Egypt | Numerous hotels of
ACCOR Group across the world
PROTECTION OF INDUSTRIAL SITES AND COMPANIES
Eurodif (Nuclear plant COGEMA), France | Rolex Headquarters and plant,
Switzerland | BMW, Peugeot, Renault, VW-Audi, Michelin | SHELL, Morocco
| Porsche, Germany | French Train stations of Valence, Avignon, Aix en
Provence…| Toyota, Japan | Big french companies as EDF-GDF, TF1, …
PROTECTION OF BANKS
Richmond Federal Reserve, USA | Rothschild Bank, Switzerland | Pictet
& Cie Bank, Switzerland | Banque de France | Numerous french banks
agencies as Société Générale, Crédit Agricole, BNP, Banque Populaire,
Caisse d’Epargne…accross the Europe

...welcomes our products
Internationally, Urbaco is sold through CameGroup’s
subsidiaries in Europe, Asia, the United States, Africa and
other exclusive distributors in targeted areas.
We have an extensive network that ensures the success of
Urbaco’s products on ﬁve continents.

HIGH SECURITY INSTALLATIONS
Many embassies, e.g. France, Netherlands, Spain, etc.…| The Pentagon,
Washington DC, USA | Military bases and federal buildings, USA | Secret
Services Buildings, Seoul, Korea | Emirs Palaces in Dubai and Qatar | French
Police Headquarters, Paris | Presidential Palace in Dakar, Senegal | American
military base, Kuwait
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